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SUBSTITUTION DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS : ALGEBRAIC
CHARACTERIZATION OF EIGENVALUES
BY S6BASTIEN FERENCZI, CHRISTIAN MAUDUIT AND ARNALDO NOGUEIRA

ABSTRACT. — We give a necessary and sufficient condition allowing to compute explicitly the eigenvalues of
the dynamical system associated to any primitive substitution; this yields a simple criterion to determine wether
a substitution is weakly mixing; we apply these results to examples where the matrix has two expanding and
two contracting eigenvalues.

Primitive substitutions, or morphisms of languages on a finite alphabet, form extensively
studied examples of dynamical systems, see [QUE]. The computation of eigenvalues
of the associated spectral operator (or dynamical system) is the first step towards the
understanding of the geometrical structure of this system. They are well known in several
classes of examples, such as substitutions of constant length ([DEK]), or the ones where
the dominant eigenvalue of the matrix of the substitution is a Pisot number.
The computation for the general case has been the object of a number of papers:
in [HOS], Host proved the continuity of the eigenfunctions, and gave a necessary and
sufficient condition for a complex number to be an eigenvalue of the system; a similar
condition was given simultaneously by Livshits ([LIV], see also [LIV-VER]), though he
used the language of adic systems rather than the one of harmonic analysis. In both
cases, the fundamental role played by the eigenvalues of the matrix of the substitution was
apparent, but explicit conditions (in the sense that they are algorithmically computable for
a given substitution) were given only for some limited classes of examples. Other examples
were given by Solomyak ([SOLI], [SOL2]); in the particular case where the characteristic
polynomial of the matrix of the substitution is irreducible, Solomyak gave in [SOLS] an
explicit sufficient condition for a complex number to be an eigenvalue of the system, and
an explicit necessary and sufficient condition for the system to be weakly mixing.
The aim of this work is to solve this problem for any primitive substitution with
a non-periodical fixed point: in the present paper, we give an explicit necessary and
sufficient condition allowing us to compute the eigenvalues of the system. This uses
another reformulation of the condition of Host, in the language of finite rank, with a more
geometrical proof, and the notion of Pisot family, with techniques developped by Mauduit
in his study of normal sets associated to substitutive sequences of integers ([MAU]). It is
easier to express and to apply when the expanding eigenvalues of the matrix are simple,
which is a weaker condition than the irreducibility of the characteristic polynomial; it is
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more complicated in the general case, but takes a simple form if we want only to know
the direction of the irrational eigenvalues, or to determine whether the system is weakly
mixing (the last two criterions could be deducted from [MAU], but the proof we give here
is more complete). We then proceed to use our condition on two examples, where the
matrix has two expanding and two contracting eigenvalues (hence the dominant eigenvalue
is not a Pisot number): one is proved to be weakly mixing, while for the other, the system
has eigenvalues and we give them all explicitely (a very similar system has been studied
in [SOLS], but without a complete description of the eigenvalues).
The authors wish to thank Bernard Host for many helpful discussions during their work.
1. Basic definitions and notations
Let A = (ai,..., as) be a finite alphabet, and A^ the set of finite words on A. For a word
w, we denote by |w| its length. The concatenation of two words v and w is denoted by vw.
Let a be a substitution on A, that is an application from A to A^, which extends into
a morphism of A* by the rule a{vw) == o'{v)a{w).
In all what follows, we assume that a has a fixed point, denoted by u (if a has more than
one fixed point, we chose one) ; T is the shift defined on A^ by (Tx)n = ^n+i', X is the
closed orbit of u under T. The substitution a extends into a continuous map from X to X.
By the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the dynamical system (X, T), we mean complex
numbers A and (borelian) measurable functions / such that
foT=\f.

If there are no eigenvectors except the constant functions, we say that the system is
weakly mixing.
We denote by [a] the cylinder of X defined by (xo = a); for a word w = wo...Wr,
we denote by [w] the cylinder (XQ = wo,...,a;y. = Wr). Note that a[a} C [aa], but this
inclusion may be strict: for cr0 = 010 et al = 01, we check that cr[0] is the cylinder
[0100] and that a[l] is the cylinder [0101].
a is said to be primitive if there exists k > 0 such that aka contains b for each couple
(a, b) of elements in A.
If a is primitive, the dynamical system {X, T) is uniquely ergodic, that is admits only
one invariant probability measure, which we denote by p,. Furthermore, there exists an at
most countable set D, invariant under T and a, such that T is a homeomorphism of X / D .
Through all this paper, a will be a primitive substitution, and u a non-periodical fixed
point. The matrix of a is defined by M = {{rriij)) where mij is the number of times the
letter aj appears in the word aai: then the vector l^ail, ...Ic^aJ is computed simply by
applying the matrix Mn to the vector e = (1, ...I). Let P be the characteristic polynomial
of M, and 0i, ...0i its eigenvalues (not to be confused with the eigenvalues of the dynamical
system) ; let di be the multiplicity of Qi. We will denote by I the s x s-identity matrix.
The property of bilateral recognizability is proved in [MOS] :
LEMMA 1. - Let a be primitive and u a non-periodical fixed point; let E be the subset
of N defined by
£=(0)U(|a^o...^-i)h P ^ N ) .
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Then there exists I > 0 such that, if n G E and Un-i'.'Un-^-i-i = Urn-i"'Um-^-i-i, then
m G E.
We call I the index of recognizability of a and £' the set of bars of a.

2. Host's criterion revisited
2.1. The following lemma is proved in [QUE] under a stronger hypothesis, but the
proof remains the same.
LEMMA 2. - Let a be primitive and u a non-periodical fixed point; for integers n, p and
q and letters a and b in A, ifO < p < ^a} and 0 < q < ICT^I, then
T^a] n T^^b} n X/D = 0
except i f p = q and a^a = a^.
Proof. - Suppose that Tpan[a}nTqan[b}^X/D / 0, with g > p; then ^x = T^P^y
for a point re in [a] and a point ^/ in [6]; as all these points are in X / D , we have still
T^cr^x = T~l^q~pany, if I is the index of recognizability of a". Let £ be the set of
bars of a71.
We have y = limT^u and x = limT^n; let 5, == |c^ n (^o•••^m,-l)| and ^ =
[^(^o.-.^-i)!; ^ and ti are in £', and H_/+^...1^+^-1 = iA_^+g_p...i^+^+g_p_i,
hence the ti + g — p are still in £'. But the hypotheses on q and p and the definition
of E force q = p.
If p = q and c^a / a^ while the considered intersection is nonempty, there cannot
exist any j such that (o•na)j / (cr71^, and then for example c^a is a strict prefix of cr^,
and a new application of the recognizability property gives the conclusion.
Q.E.D.
We need now to define some particular sequences of integers, associated to a
and explicitly computable for each given cr, which shall play the key role in the
characterization of eigenvalues of the dynamical system ; the following lemma, whose
proof is straightforward from the definitions, the decomposition of the matrix M under
Jordan form, and the expression of the projectors on the eigenspaces, sums up what we
need to know about them :
LEMMA 3. - Let a be a primitive substitution, u a non-periodical fixed point of a and
(X, r) the associated dynamical system; then there exist an integer 1 < r < s and an
integer N such that, for every n > N, the set <Jn'A has exactly r elements.
We call a return word any -word &i...^_i appearing in u and satisfying
\/n>N,

a^^a^i,

^b, / a^

VI < j < z.

For a given return -word C = &i...^_i, we define the associated return time sequence by
rn{C)=\anb,\+.. .+|^-i|
for all n > 1.
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Then there exists only a finite collection of return words Ci,..,Cg, which all appear
inside the words of the set (o'kao'kb, a € A, b e A), where k is given in the definition of
primitivity. And there exists an s x q-matrix L, explicitly computable for any given a, such
that, if Rn denotes the vector (r^((7i), ...,r*n(Cg)), we have
^ = LA^e.
Hence
t

di-l

rn{C,)=^^W^c^^mn)er,
i=l h=0

for some polynomials W^,c, ^ Q[^] ^d Vh(n) = n{n - l)...(n - h + 1), Vo(n) = 1.
Whenever Oi and Ok are algebraically conjugate, then di = dk, and Wi^,c = Wk,h,c for
any 0 < h < di — 1 and any return word (7. If Oi is a simple eigenvalue, di = 1 and
Wi o Cj(fii) is the j-th coordinate of the vector

LTT(M - 6yl)e.
1

{ui)

v^i

2.2. We are now ready to give a new version of Host's criterion:
PROPOSITION 1. - The complex number X of modulus 1 is an eigenvalue of the dynamical
system (X, T) if and only if

(1)

A^ ^ 1

when n —^ +00 , for every return word C.

Proof. - To simplify notations, we suppose first of all that N = 1 and r == s, that is
a and its iterates are injective on letters.
Stacks
We build a sequence of Rokhlin stacks generating the system (X, T). At stage n, there
are s stacks, of bases Fn^a = ^{a} and heights hn,a = l^^l. for every element a in A.
The sets T^n^a. a G A, 0 < % < hn,a ~ 1. form, because of Lemma 2, a partition Qn of
X (up to a set of measure zero). By Lemma 6 of [HOS], these partitions increase towards
the a-algebra of X\ the system (X,T) is of finite rank, and the sets
_ i ihn,a ~^-mi 7^1
±
'n,a — 'Ji=0
-^n^a

are the Rokhlin stacks of the system, the Tn,a being referred to as the n-stacks; the Fn,a
are the bases and the T^n^a the levels of the stacks.
The Rokhlin stacks can be naturally built by recurrence in the following way : if
o-ai = a(%, l)...a(z, c(%))

for 1 < i < r and if d{j) is the number of couples (%, fc), 1 < i < r, 1 < k < c(i) such
that a(%,fc) = dj, we cut each base Fn,a, into d(j') pieces (Dn,a,,^ ^ ^ U(j)). The stack
4° SERIE - TOME 29 - 1996 - N° 4
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Tn-\-i,ai has as a base some -Dn,a(i,i),z(u)' an(^ lts successive levels are: its ftn,a(i,i) — 1
first iterates, some -Dn,a(z,2)^(i,2), its fan,a(i,2) - 1 iterates, .... some -Dn,a(z,c(i)),^(i,c(i)), its
^n,a(i,c(Q) — 1 iterates, the z{i^j), 1 <: j < r, taking exactly d{i) different values. At the
first stage, each stack 7-0,0 is made with only one level, the cylinder [a]. The constraints
/^(-Dn,a(z,fc)^(z,fc)) = ^(£^,0(1,0,^,0)

for all 1 < k < c(%), 1 < I < c(%), and
^ /.(I5^,,)=/.(F^,)
^U{3}

for all j, ensure that the measures of the -Dn.o,,^ and hence of the new stacks, are
determined recursively.
^,a,

The set N TkDr^,a^^. for any fixed z, is called a column of the stack r^.a,' Note that
fc=0

the measures of the stacks, and hence of the columns (provided they are always numbered
in the same order) are independent of n.
Necessary condition
Let / be an eigenvector of T for the eigenvalue A; for fixed e and for n large enough,
there exists a function fn, constant on each atom of the partition Qn, such that
ll/n-/l|2<€.

Let C = &i...6^-i be a return word, appearing in one cr^a. When we built geometrically
the stack Tn-^-p,a it includes a column of r-n^, topped with a column of 7-^,62 .•••» ^tc, until
we finish with a column of Tn^, which is the same as 7n,6r And this pattern will appear,
by primitivity, in all the m-stacks for m large enough.
Hence we found a full column Dn of Tyi^, of fixed measure, ^{Dn) == 7, such that, for
each point x of jDn, T^^x is again in Dn, and on the same level.
But then

/ r^-A-^)/.
JDr,

< t |^ rn < c )^-^ rn ^/| 2 +/ \\rn^f-\rn^fn\2<2e,
JDr,

JD^

And, on Pn, T^^fn = fn as fn is constant on the levels of r^^^, so we get
^C)
\r^C) _ ^ ^

4e

7 II / Ib
for all n large enough, hence the criterion is necessary.
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Sufficient condition
Suppose that A is a complex number of modulus one satisfying (1). Then, by Lemma 1
of [HOS], for each return time sequence r^((7), we have
I A ^ ^ - I ] <Ay
for some p < 1 and some constant K.
We can then define fn in the following way :
• f^ = l on the basis of Tyi^,
• for each b / ai, we chose a word a\b^...bqb appearing in u, independent of n, and
we put fn = Al^ll+l< T n ^l+•••l ( T T ^ M on the basis of r^,
• fn is defined on the other levels of the n-stacks by f(Tx) == A/(:r) for every x
except those on the top levels.
Then we have
\fn^)-fn(x)\<\\sn^-^

where Sn{x) is a finite sum of return time sequences. Hence
||.fn+l-/n||oo<W

and the fn converge uniformly to a function which will be an eigenfunction for A; hence
the criterion is sufficient.
General case for N and r
In that case, let (Ai, ...A^) be the partition of A according to the different values of a'^a
for all n > N ; this partition is independent of n. Then the n-stacks will have as bases
F^ ^ = UaeA an[a}- The geometrical construction has to be made in two steps: the stacks
Tn,a are built recursively in exactly the same way as before, but the stacks generating the
system are the r'n ^ == UacA T^ ; me ^l11™^ Dn used in the proof are of course columns
of the Tn i. Everything else in the proof is unchanged.
Q.E.D.
2.3. We would like to mention that the technics developed here may be applied to
self-inducing interval exchange transformations.
Let TT be a permutation on m letters and ^ = (^i, ...,^m) be a vector in the positive
m

i

cone R+m. Set ^ = (^-11, ..,^-i.n), |^| = ^^-, ao(Q = 0, a,(Q = ^^-,
i=l

j=l

1^) = [a,-i,a,[ for 1 < i < m. Let T = T(^) be the map defined by
T.r=a;+a^-i(r)-^-i(0
for x G Iz.

T is called an interval exchange transformation, as it translates the interval li(^) to
the interval J^^71') for each 1 < i <^ m.
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Let T = T(7r,o, and I = [0,6[ be a subinterval of [0, |$|[. Let S be the Poincare first
return map induced by T on J, namely
Sx = T^x

where n(x) = min (n > 0; T^x G J). For suitably chosen J, 5 will be an exchange of the
same number of intervals as T; in this case, we write T = T(^/), with ^/ == B^ where
B is a positive integer-valued m x m matrix.
We say that T is a self-inducing interval exchange transformation if there exists a
subinterval I such that
TT' = TT and ^/ = ^
where 0 < (3 < 1.
For basic references on the subject, we mention the works of Keane [KEA] and Veech
[VEE]. The weak mixing property of interval exchange transformations is still conjectural,
although Nogueira and Rudolph [NOG-RUD] have proved that, for m > 3, when TT is
an irreducible permutation, then for Lebesgue-almost all ^ in R"^ the interval exchange
transformation T^^) is topologically weakly mixing, which means that all continuous
eigenfunctions of T are constant.
As for self-inducing interval exchange transformations, they are metrically isomorphic
to substitutions, and hence all the results in this paper may be applied to them; but
also, it follows straight from [NOG-RUD] that, if T is a self-inducing interval-exchange
transformation and if
A^e2^,

foraeR

is an eigenvalue for T(^), then there exists an integer-valued vector (depending on a)
v = (vi,...,v^) G Z771 such that
lim {tB)n{ae-v)=0

n—^-^-oo

where B is the matrix in the definition of the induced map, and satisfies $ = B (/?$).
This implies that
^1 + • • • + Vm^m

a=

———^———•

3. Algebraic characterization
3.1. Back to substitutions, we begin by giving an easy characterization of the rational
eigenvalues of the dynamical system.
PROPOSITION 2. - A number of the form e27"^ is an eigenvalue of the dynamical system
(X, T) if and only ifq divides rn(C) for any return word C and any n large enough.
Proof. - It follows immediately from Proposition 1.

Q.E.D.

3.2. We now give the characterization of the eigenvalues of the dynamical system in
its fullest generality. For this, we need the following lemma about Pisot families, first
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introduced and studied in [MAU], using the arguments developped by Pisot in [PIS], see
also [SAL]:
LEMMA 4. - Let (?7i, ...T^fc) be algebraic numbers of modulus greater or equal to one,
which are roots of multiplicity di of the polynomial
i
P{X} =Xd+ r^-1 + ... + Td = I]^ - ^di e W
z=l

Let
RW=XdP^,
and d' = sup di. Then the two following properties are equivalent :
l<i<k
k

(i)

di-1

^ ^ A,/^W -^ 0 mod 1
i=l h=Q

when n —^ +00, for /3,^ e C, 1 < i < k, 0 < h < di - 1, with ^^ -^- 0 for each %,
and Vh € T.[XY, of degree h.
(ii) a) whenever rj is conjugate to some rji and rj =^ r]\,...,r] •^- ^, then \r{\ < 1,
((^i^-^fc) are then said to form a Pisot family),
and
b) there exists Q in ~Z-[X} such that , for any 1 < i < k, the rational fractions

QW

R(XY1
and

^

n.fax)
n^x)

^^(l-^X)^

^\w
have the same simple elements of denominator \ X — — )
\
^/
is defined by

IW

+00

E

rr (
y

\ n

^

for any h ^ 0, where Hh

^h\Z)

- (1-^+1'

n=0

v

/

Proof. - By Lemma 1 of [MAU], II/i is in Z[X], has degree h and satisfies n/i(l) 7^ 0.
(i) implies (ii) :
We have
k

di-1

^^^hVk{n)^=an+e^
i=l h=0

where On € 1 and €n —^ 0 when n —^ -j-oo.
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Hence
+00

f^^e^
n=0

is defined and analytic for \z\ < 1, and has no poles of modulus one (here in fact it is
defined on \z\ < 1 as the convergence is geometric).
Also, for all i, P{rji) = 0, hence, if 7^, 0 < j < of', are the coefficients of the
polynomial P^, we have

EW = Ew^ = - = E^''1^= °j=0

j=0

j=0

Hence
k

di-1 d"

E E E^A^^ +JX+J = oi=l fa=0 j=0

Then, for all n big enough,
d"
^7^-j^n+J = 0 ^
J=0

and hence

Qw
«,'
E
RW
+00

dri. Z

—

n=0

v /

'

where Q is a polynomial with integer coefficients and R is as defined above.
Thus

E E E wwz- = w + A.)
+00

k

di-1

n(y\

v

n=0 i=l h=0

/

for all z such that \z\ < 1, which is equivalent to
V^Vfl
^(r?^) _ Q{z)
^^^(l-^)^-^)^^-

As the poles of —— of modulus smaller or equal to one are all the ( -, T] e H, \rf\ > 1 ),
R{z)
\il
)
we get that each of these must be equal to some —, which is (ii) d).
f]i

And, for each 1 < i < k, by multiplying the equality above by (1 - rfiz)^, and making
z —^ —, we must get the same limit ^; then we substract 7-——'—r-,-, multiply by
r]i
(1 - r]iZ)^
(1 — y^)6^"1 and so on, and finally we get (ii) b)
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(ii) implies (i):
We put
k

f( \

di-1

\^\^
S^Y^ ^

^'S?/

1

i=l h=0

Qh{rnz)
Q{z)
^h{'rnz)
^z)
1
- rnz\
'^-^
"^-

Because of (ii) b), f has no pole at — for 1 < i < k ; hence (ii) a) ensures that every
^
pole of / has modulus strictly greater than one. Hence
+00

^=^6^
n=0

for |^| < 1, where On —^ 0 if n —>• +GX).
Now, if H is the set of all roots of P, the multiplicity of each root rj being denoted
by d(r]},

i

i

TO

Ip1-7^

/+oo

\ ^)

°n E-M •
^Vn=0

»?eff
and, as d(rf) is the same for all elements of a given class of algebraic conjugacy, we have,
+00

^w
R{zY .=E
QW

n=0

for |^| < 1, with On G Z.
And, by identifying the coefficients of zn in (2), we get
k

d,-l

^ ^ ^hVhW^ = On + Cn.
i=l h=0

Q.E.D.

Our main result follows now immediately from Lemmas 3 and 4 and Proposition 1 :
PROPOSITION 3. - Let a be a primitive substitution, u a nonperiodical fixed point of a,
0i, ...Of the eigenvalues of its matrix, P its characteristic polynomial, D the (finite) set of
its return words, the (rn{C), C G -D) its return time sequences.
For C G D, we define A{C) to be the set of 1 < i < s such that \0i\ > 1 and that
W^h,c{8i) ^ 0 for at least one 0 < h < d, - 1.
Let B(C) be the set of i such that (Oz^i G B{C)) is the closure under algebraic
conjugacy of (6i,i e A(C)).
For i C A(C), let d^c be the biggest h <, di such that W^h-i,c{0i) i=- 0. Let
d\C) = sup di cZGA(C')

Let

Rcw= n (i-w^.
iEB{C)
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Let Vh and Wi^,c be as defined in Lemma 3, Hh as defined in Lemma 4. Let
v^,i,c = Uh,i,c(0i), Uh,i,c ^ Q[^L be tne numerator of the simple element of the rational
fraction

E

^
(fi \
fc(^ x )
^^ (1-W+l

M/
w

/i==0

/

lY^

of denominator ( X — — )
\
^/
TTi^n A = e27ria ^ ^ eigenvalue of the dynamical system associated to a if and only

if, for every C G D, there exists a polynomial Qc ^ 2[X] such that, for every i C A(C),
the numerator of the simple element of the rational fraction

/y\^(c) °f aenommator

/
1 \ /l+l
I X-is aUi^c(Oi) for 0 < h < d^c - 1, and 0 for h > c^c.
\

^/

Remark. - Each (Oi,i G A(C)) is the intersection of the set of expanding eigenvalues
of M with a set closed under algebraic conjugacy, and contains the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue.
3.3. An important particular case is the one where every expanding eigenvalue of the
matrix is simple; then each d'(C} is equal to 1, and, because of Lemma 3 and the expression
of the simple elements related to simple poles, we have
PROPOSITION 4. - Let a be a primitive substitution such that every eigenvalue of modulus
greater or equal to one of its matrix M is a simple eigenvalue, u a nonperiodical fixed
point of a, 0i, ..A the eigenvalues of its matrix, D the (finite) set of its return words, the
{rn(C}, C E D) its return time sequences.
For Cj G D, let h(i, Cj) be the j-th coordinate of the vector L TT(^ - ^vl)e, and let
v^i

A{Cj) = ( % G (1,...^); \0i\ > landh(i,Cj)^0).
Then X = e2^ is an eigenvalue of the dynamical system associated to a if and only if, for
every C G D, there exists a polynomial Qc G ~^[X} such that
a

i ..-ip (^\
^hw6- ^[ff-J

for every i G A((7).

Remarks. - When P is irreducible over Q[X], each set (6i,i G A(C)) is just the set of
expanding eigenvalues of M, for any C.
Note also that 1(0 i} C z( — ) C Q(^), the inclusions being strict in general.
\^7
3.4. The criterion in Proposition 3 has to be a little complicated (though still explicitely
computable if we know a) as we want the exact values of a ; however, if we are satisfied
by knowing only the direction Za, it takes a much simpler form :
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PROPOSITION 5. - Under the hypotheses and with the notations of Proposition 3, let
A = UceD^^ and F = (£'i,...£'z) be the set of algebraic conjugacy classes of the
0i, where Ek = (<9,,% G Gk).
If e271"^ is an eigenvalue of the dynamical system associated to a, then, for every
E = (Oi^i G G) G F, there exists a polynomial SE C Q[X] such that
a = SE{Oi)
for every i G A Ft G.

If, for every E = (0,, % G G) G F, there exists a polynomial SE € Q[X] such that
a = SE^)

for every i € A D G, then there exists b G Z such that e^^ is an eigenvalue of the
dynamical system associated to a.
Proof. - All the elements in the formulas giving a in Proposition 3 are rational
polynomials in ^, and, if Oi and Oj are in the same algebraic conjugacy class, all
these elements involve the same rational polynomials in Q{ and 9j\ reciprocally, if each
bWi^,c(8i)o- is an integer polynomial in Oi, which remains the same if we replace Q{ by
one of its algebraic conjugates, then (1) is satisfied.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 1. - The dynamical system has irrational eigenvalues if and only if for every
algebraic conjugacy class E = (6^ i G G) such that A H G ^ 0, there exists a polynomial
SE € Q[X] such that 5^(0) takes the same irrational value for every 9 E E.
Corollary 1, together with Proposition 2, gives an easy necessary and sufficient condition
for a substitution to be weakly mixing.

4. Examples
4.1.

a
b
c
d

—>
—>
->
—>

abbbccccccccccdddddddd
bccc
d
a

„
M=

/I 3 10 8 \
0 1 3 0
0 0 0 1

\i o o o/
P(X) = X4 - 2X3 - 7X2 - 2X + 1 = (X2 - (1 + v^X + 1)(X2 - (1 - VlO)X + 1)
.

1+^+^7+2^

01 =

——————2——————

.

1 + \/10 - y/7 + 2v^l0

92 =

——————2——————
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l-x/10+V7-2^10
——————2——————

03 =

1-\/10- \/7-2\/i0
04 =

——————2————~~

We have ffi > 1, 6^ < 1, -1 < 0^ < 0, and 64 < -1, M has two expanding and two
contracting eigenvalues.
Among the return words, we find &, c, d, and a, hence the convergence of every rn(C)a
to zero modulo 1 is equivalent to the convergence of every l{anaj)a to zero modulo 1,
j = 1,...4; hence we may take L = I .
The four groups of conditions in Proposition 3 are equivalent; the simplest to write is
for j = 3, which gives :
/)3

/ 1 \

/)3

/ 1 \

^ ______l7!______o( —} = ______-4______Of — )

(i + v/io)0i +11 - vw \oi) (i - vTo)^ +11 + vw \^r

and computations prove that this gives only integer values for a, or, equivalently, that
there are no rational eigenvalues by Proposition 2 and that the hypotheses of Corollary 1
are satisfied : the dynamical system associated to this substitution is weakly mixing.
4.2.

a
b
c
d

—^ abdd
-^ be
-> d
—> a

'1
0
M=
0
1

1
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

2\
0
1
OJ

P{X) = X4 - 2X3 - X2 + 2X - 1 = (X2 - X - 1 - V2){X2 - X - 1 4- V2)

.

1 + V/5 + 4^

01 =

————2————

.

1 - ^5 + 4y/2

02 =

————2————

l+%\/-5+4v/2
————2————

93 =

1-^-5+4^
94 =

————2————
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We have <9i > 1, 0^ < -1, l^l = \0^\ = V^ - 1 < 1, M has two expanding and two
contracting eigenvalues.
Among the return words, we find d, a, dab, and bcaa, hence the convergence of every
rn{C)a to zero modulo 1 is equivalent to the convergence of every l^^a^a to zero
modulo 1, j = 1, ...4 ; hence we may take L = I .
The four groups of conditions in Proposition 3 are equivalent; the simplest to write is
for J = 4, which gives :

"^^(^'^TiHl)'
and the second equation is satisfied if and only if

H^H^-i^M,)
taking into account the expression of 61 and the facts that, for x = 6\ or x = 0^, we
1
2
1
have \/2 = x2 — x — 1 and a ; = 2 + — — — + — 6- , we check that this is nontrivially
x
x~
x
satisfied if and only if

^'w^-^
'
2 i
•

' ^4)

for i = 1,2, and (fc,?) such that the above expression is an integer polynomial in —,
0i
47
or, equivalently, in 6i\ computations show that this is the case if and only if I G —Z
and k G 121 + 4Z; we get
a = ^(4 + 3V2) + — ( 1 2 + 5V2),

and we conclude that the eigenvalues of the dynamical system associated to this
substitution are the e^^ for k e Z. Note that we do have S(0^) = S^) = 1 + \/2,
with the polynomial S(X) = X2 - X G 1[X] playing a key role in the equalities above;
a = (5(0^))^, for k G Z, is a sufficient condition for e271^ to be an eigenvalue of the
system (this appears in [SOL3], with a slightly different substitution, where the matrix has
the same eigenvalues), but the necessary condition is strictly weaker.
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